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WINTER LIST 2021/2022 

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR 

      
EMMA SOAMES ED.   Mary Churchill’s War: Diaries   (416pp) £20 
Front row view of the great events of WWII as observed by Winston Churchill’s daughter 
EILEEN ATKINS   Will She Do?   (320pp)  £18.99 
From Tottenham council estate to West End stardom, witty memoir of the thespian Dame 
STANLEY TUCCI   Taste   (320pp) £20 
A memoir which is as much a celebration of good food as it is about Hollywood & film 
JUSTINE PICARDIE   Miss Dior   (448pp) £25 
Life of Catherine Dior, resistance fighter, German POW & muse to her brother Christian 
JANE RIDLEY   George V: Never a Dull Moment   (576pp) £30 
Re-assessment of the monarch who modernized the Royal family, his strengths & foibles  
CLAIRE TOMALIN   The Young H. G. Wells   (272pp) £20 
How the first forty years of his life shaped the father of science fiction 
ANDREW ROBERTS   George III   (784pp) £35 
Britain’s maligned monarch revealed as an intelligent, benevolent, forward thinking King 
AI WEIWEI   1000 Years of Joys and Sorrows   (400pp) £25 
The artist & activist assesses his father’s past & his own to understand China’s intolerance 
PAUL MCCARTNEY   The Lyrics (2 volumes)   (912pp) £75 
A self-portrait in 154 songs. Illustrated with images taken from his personal archive 
MARK PEEL   Never Surrender: Life of Douglas Jardine   (288pp) £19.99 
Reappraisal of England’s most controversial cricket captain & the 1932/33 Bodyline tour   
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NATALIE LIVINGSTONE   The Women of Rothschild   (480pp) £25 
Often overshadowed outsiders, the hostesses, diplomats & pioneers of the banking family 
VIRGINIA COWLES   Looking for Trouble   (560pp) £16.99 
Memoir of a life lived on the frontline of wartime Europe, a rediscovered classic 
JAN MORRIS   Allegorizings   (204pp) £14.99 
Posthumous musings of the soldier, journalist, historian & traveller 
JENNY UGLOW   Sybil & Cyril  (416pp) £20 
The artistic partnership between Cyril Power & Sybil Andrews in the inter-war years 
CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS   A Hitch in Time   (400pp) £16.99 
Selection of articles from ‘The London Review of Books’ to mark a decade since his death 
ANDREW COTTER   Dog Days   (288pp) £20 
How have Labradors Olive & Mabel coped with fame? With their usual optimism & greed  
HELEN FRY    Spymaster    (320pp) £20 
Biography of Thomas Kendrick, the ultimate spymaster who personified MI6  
RANULPH FIENNES   Shackleton   (416pp) £20 
From merchant seaman to Antarctic hero by an adventurer who has experienced it too 
TONY SCOTLAND   Wulff – Britten’s Young Apollo   (176pp) £24 
Passionate interlude: Wulff Scherchens, the young man who became the composer’s muse 

HISTORY & POLITICS  

    
COLIN THUBRON   The Amur River: Between Russia and China   (304pp) £20 
The intrepid octogenarian journeys from the Mongolian mountains to the Pacific  
JEREMY PAXMAN   Black Gold   (320pp) £25 
Coal, the ‘midwife to genius’ & the cornerstone of Empire & industry: A social history 
ADRIAN TINNISWOOD   Noble Ambitions   (416pp)  £30 
How the stately homes of England (Scotland & Wales) adapted & thrived after WWII  
MAX HASTINGS   Soldiers: Great Stories of War and Peace   (496pp) £25 
From the heroes of the Bible to the men of the SAS: what it is to fight, to live as a warrior 
ALLAN MALLINSON   The Shape of Battle   (416pp) £25 
From Hastings to Helmand, six crucial battles: why they were fought & what defined them  
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IAIN DALE   The Presidents   (576pp) £25 
250 years of American political leadership. Essays by divers hands 
JOHN CRACE   A Farewell to Calm   (272pp) £9.99 
The Guardian columnist guides us through the political shenanigans of the past year  
ROBERT SACKVILLE-WEST   The Searchers   (368pp) £25 
From Forster to Kipling: those who dedicated their lives to find the missing of WWI  
MARC DAVID BAER   The Ottomans   (560pp) £30 
From frontier principality to world empire, how a dynastic power fused East & West 
DAN JONES   Powers and Thrones   (720pp)                                        £25  
Ascendancy of the West in the Middle Ages through commerce, conquest & Christianity 
MARY WELLESLEY   Hidden Hands   (368pp) £25 
Medieval manuscripts & the people who made, promoted, collected & preserved them  
TESSA DUNLOP   Army Girls   (368pp) £20 
Marking the 80th anniversary of women’s conscription, the experience in their own words 
THOMAS MORRIS   The Dublin Railway Murder   (384pp) £16.99 
Dublin 1856: a real locked room murder mystery that confounded all but one man.... 
RUPERT WIELOCH   Liberating Libya   (288pp) £25 
From 1692 to the present, British involvement in Libya: diplomacy & war in the desert 
ANDREW GANT   Five Straight Lines   (656pp) £30 
A history of Western music from earliest times to the present 
RICHARD MORRIS   Evensong   (336pp) £25 
Are our churches becoming husks? The plight of the Church of England past & present   
ALI RAHNEMA   The Rise of Modern Despotism in Iran   (528pp)   £35 
The Shah’s gradual transition to dictator & the far reaching consequences for the world  
CHRISTINA RIGGS   Treasured   (342pp) £20 
Coinciding with the centenary of his tomb’s discovery, life & legacy of Tutankhamun  
DAVID OWEN   Riddle, Mystery, and Enigma   (304pp)  £20 
From Navarino to the present, Britain’s relationship with Russia across the centuries  
MEMORIAL   OST   (496pp) £30 
Testimonials garnered from the Ostarbeiter, the slave labour in Nazi Germany’s camps  
TORE SKEIE   The Wolf Age   (384pp) £18.99 
The brutal struggle for supremacy in the North Sea between the Vikings & Anglo Saxons 
RICHARD ALDRICH ET AL   The Secret Royals   (736pp) £25 
How attempts to assassinate Queen Victoria paved the way to the formation of MI6 
PATRICK BISHOP   Operation Jubilee: Dieppe 1942   (400pp) £20 
The disaster of the Dieppe raid exposed, utilising newly declassified source material 
JERRY WHITE   The Battle of London 1939-45   (448pp) £30 
The reality behind the ’Myth of the Blitz’: the resolve of the many to keep buggering on 
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ART, ARCHITECTURE & INTERIORS  

       
GEORGE SAUMAREZ SMITH   Sketchbooks   (240pp) £40 
Drawings of buildings from around the world by the renowned classical architect 
CLIVE ASLET   The Story of the Country House   (256pp) £18.99 
Charts the evolution of the country house with a cast of suitably eccentric characters 
SIMON JENKINS   Europe’s 100 Best Cathedrals   (360pp) £30 
From Chartres to Seville, an illustrated architectural & historical tour  
SIMON THURLEY   Palaces of Revolution   (560pp) £25 
Importance of the art & architecture commissioned by the Stuart monarchs re-evaluated 
HELEN LITTLE   David Hockney: Moving Focus   (224pp) £35 
Published to coincide with his 85th birthday, an overview of his life & work (Tate) 
ALEX DANCHEV   Magritte: a Life   (480pp) £30 
Biography of the innovative Belgian artist whose work inspired Jasper Johns & Beyoncé 
CAROLINE SHENTON   National Treasures   (336pp) £16.99 
Unlikely heroes who devised innovative schemes to preserve Britain’s art during WWII  
PHILIP HOOK   Art of the Extreme 1905-1914   (342pp) £30 
Decade which saw the advent of Modern Art even as the market in Old Masters boomed 
DUDLEY DODD   Stourhead: Henry Hoare’s Paradise Revisited   (288pp) £40 
The Palladian house & gardens nurtured by the banking family & now the National Trust 
JOHN-PAUL STONARD ET AL   Chatsworth, Arcadia, Now   (416pp) £50 
Renovated without, embracing the new within, a house reveling in the present & the past  
HELEN CHISLETT   Modern English   (272pp) £50 
18 projects reflecting the relaxed style as espoused by interior designer Todhunter Earle 
ANNA MASON ED.   William Morris   (432pp) £50 
Marking the 125th anniversary of his death, wide ranging illustrated study (V&A) 
LINDA JANE HOLDEN   Bunny Mellon Style   (300pp) £46 
The houses & gardens of the American philanthropist, art collector & garden designer 
CORDELIA DE CASTELLANE   Life in a French Country House   (240pp) £36.95 
The artistic director of Dior Home shares her tips for living & entertaining à la française 
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

    
YOTAM OTTOLENGHI   Ottolenghi Test Kitchen   (256pp) £25 
What to cook with what we’ve got (without a trip to the shops). Less stress, less fuss  
NIGEL SLATER   A Cook’s Book   (512pp) £30 
Both autobiography & cookery book with over 200 of his favourite recipes, old & new 
LUCY BRAZIER   Christmas at River Cottage   (320pp) £22 
From the autumn equinox to the New Year, recipes & tips to allow one to enjoy the season   
ANNIE GRAY   At Christmas We Feast   (256pp) £12.99 
Turkey & plum pudding, but where do our traditions come from? A history with recipes 
VICTORIA MOORE   Fried Eggs and Rioja   (248pp) £12.99 
For the connoisseur & the less refined tippler, a guide to pairing wine with what we eat 
NED PALMER   A Cheesemonger’s Compendium   (240pp) £14.99 
An introduction to 150 cheeses from across Britain – a flavour of their history & folklore 
RACHEL ALLEN   Soup Broth Bread   (288pp) £22 
The Ballymaloe cook bends her skills to the art of making soup – as starter or main course 
STEPHEN MOSS   The Swan   (216pp) £12.99 
Part of our urban & rural landscape but creatures too of art & literature, myth & legend  
JOHN WRIGHT   A Spotter’s Guide to Countryside Mysteries   (240pp) £16.99 
Oddities pepper the countryside from Dew Ponds to Hollow Ways. What? Where? Why?  
ANDREW WILSON   Wild about the Wetlands   (216pp)                                       £24.99  
Photographic celebration of the 21st birthday of London’s premiere wildlife sanctuary 
DAVID ATTENBOROUGH   Living Planet   (338pp) £20 
Timely update of the 1984 classic ‘call to arms’. Includes 64 pages of colour photographs  
JOHN PHIBBS   Humphry Repton   (288pp) £55 
Explores fifteen of his most celebrated landscapes from Mulgrave Castle to Endsleigh 
JANE GOODALL   The Book of Hope   (272pp) £16.99 
The legendary conservationist on why we should face the future with optimism 
JEREMY CLARKSON   Diddly Squat   (224pp) £16.99 
Trading in his fast cars & urban life to become a gentleman farmer. How hard can it be? 
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FICTION & POETRY  

    
FERDINAND MOUNT   Making Nice   (256pp) £16.99 
A newly redundant journalist dips his toes into the murky world of PR with mixed results 
MARIO VARGAS LLOSA   Harsh Times   (304pp) £20 
Set against political turmoil in ’50s Guatemala, a CIA financed coup leads to dictatorship 
DAMON GALGUT   The Promise   (304pp) £16.99 
Unfulfilled promises poison a South African family’s relationships (Booker Prize winner) 
AMOR TOWLES   The Lincoln Highway   (592pp) £20 
Ex-con, Emmett, plans a new beginning in California, but fate & the Highway leads East 
SALLEY VICKERS   The Gardener   (304pp) £16.99 
Two sisters hire a gardener to take on their overgrown garden but tensions result 
COLM TÓIBÍN   The Magician   (448pp) £18.99 
Portrait of a man of contradictions: Thomas Mann, acclaimed but never truly himself 
SARAH MOSS   The Fell   (192pp) £14.99 
November 2020, & a woman escapes quarantine at dusk. Injured, has she been missed? 
MINETTE WALTERS   The Swift and the Harrier   (512pp) £20 
A Dorset physician seeks neutrality during the English Civil War. Will she succeed?  
J.R. THORP   Learwife   (336pp) £14.99 
Lear & his daughters are dead, but what of his wife, exiled to a nunnery? This is her story 
LUCY MANGAN   Are We Having Fun Yet?   (320pp) £16.99 
Diary of a (modern) Provincial Lady, coping with the strains & stresses of family life 
BERNARD CORNWELL   Sharpe’s Assassin   (400pp) £20 
Napoleon may have been defeated at Waterloo, but enemies still lurk. Sharpe is called in  
JOHN CAREY ED.   100 Poets: A Little Anthology   (256pp) £14.99 
From Homer to Angelou, 100 poets from across the centuries & their finest poems  
SIMON ARMITAGE   The Owl and the Nightingale   (100pp) £14.99 
Retelling of the mediaeval classic, with illustrations by Clive Hicks-Jenkins  
ROGER MCGOUGH   Safety in Numbers   (112pp) £9.99 pbk 
Poems alight with hope, humour, wit & feeling 
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CRIME FICTION & THRILLERS  

    
JOHN LE CARRÉ   Silverview   (224pp) £20 
A refugee from the City turns to bookselling until his father’s past catches up with him 
ANNE GLENCONNER   A Haunting at Holkham   (352pp) £16.99 
Holkham, Christmas ’43: Lady Anne is on hand to be the eyes & ears as a murderer stalks 
SUSAN HILL   A Change of Circumstance   (320pp) £20 
A dead young drug addict forces DCS Serrailler to confront some unpleasant truths 
MICHAEL CONNELLY   The Dark Hours   (400pp) £20 
New Year’s Eve & a killer strikes. Ballard & Bosch investigate  
ALAN JOHNSON   The Late Train to Gipsy Hill   (352p) £16.99 
The daily commute turns deadly. Modern espionage from the former Home Secretary  
CHARLES CUMMING   Judas 62   (512pp) £14.99 
Lachlan Kite spies for Box 88, a covert intelligence agency. He’s now on a Russian hit list 
KEN FOLLETT   Never   (832pp) £20 
As the world edges closer to calamity & a Third World War, will catastrophe be averted? 
HILLARY CLINTON & LOUISE PENNY   State of Terror   (512pp) £20 
Was the last President of the US a traitor? The new Secretary of State is going to find out 
RICHARD OSMAN   The Man who Died Twice   (432pp) £18.99 
Can the Thursday Murder Club find a ruthless killer - & some diamonds into the bargain? 
R.V. RAMAN   A Will to Kill   (272pp) £8.99 pbk 
A dying millionaire in a remote Nilgiri mansion writes two wills. Will it prevent murder?  
LEONORA NATTRASS    Black Drop   (352pp) £14.99 
1794 & a Foreign Office clerk must decide to protect a dead man’s reputation - or his own 
JOHN BANVILLE    April in Spain   (368pp) £14.99 
Quirke finds a holiday in Spain less than relaxing when a murder victim returns to life 
ANDREA CAMILLERI   Riccardino   (304pp) £16.99 
Montalbano’s final case  
VAL MCDERMID   1979   (432pp) £20 
Allie Burns is an ambitious young journalist but doesn’t reckon on murder. First in series 
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AND FINALLY.... PRESENT POSSIBILITIES 

    
LOUISE GLAZEBROOK    The Book Your Dog Wishes You Would Read (304p) £14.99 
How to understand your dog & become the perfect owner 
HENRY BLOFELD    Ten to Win...and the Last Man In   (320pp)  £20  
Thirty Test match cliffhangers brought vividly to life by the former TMS commentator 
STEPHEN FRY    Fry’s Ties   (256pp)  £14.99  
Portrait of an obsession. A selection from his collection & the stories behind them 
HANNAH JANE PARKINSON    The Joy of Small Things  (256pp)  £10  
Everyday pleasures: from the warmth of a fluffy dressing gown to going to the cinema solo 
OLIVER CONDY    Symphonies for the Soul   (192pp) £15  
A pharmacy of music for every malady from laziness to loneliness, heartbreak to hangover 
STEVEN ISSERLIS    The Bach Cello Suites   (240pp) £12.99  
A companion to the cherished cello suites by the cellist who has made them his own 
RICHARD HOLLOWAY    The Heart of Things  (176pp)  £16.99  
An anthology of poetry & prose to aid us to live well & cope with death, sadness & regret 
TIM BENSON    Britain’s Best Political Cartoons 2021   (224pp) £14.99  
A chaotic year in cartoons courtesy of  Steve Ball, Peter Brookes, Nicola Jennings et al  
W HEATH ROBINSON   Contraptions   (192pp)                                       £25  
Celebrates in cartoon the British ‘pragmatic man’: unflappable, ingenious & slightly mad 
JANE MCMORLAND HUNTER    Bedside Companion for Gardeners   (448pp)  £20  
Practical advice jostles with poetry & prose in this anthology for every night of the year  
EVERYMAN’S LIBRARY    Stories of Trees, Wood and Forests   (480pp) £12.99 
An invigorating mix of classic & contemporary writers who have been inspired by trees 
A.N. WILSON   The King and the Christmas Tree   (176pp) £9.99 
King Haakon VII of Norway & the enduring gift he left to the people of Britain 
SHAWN WALDRON   Slim Aarons: Style   (240pp) £60 
An open window to the world of high society & fashion from the fifties to the noughties  
ANGELA HARDING   A Year Unfolding   (192pp) £20 
The Rutland printmaker’s art through the seasons 
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CHILDREN’S WINTER LIST 2021/22 

0–4 YEARS OLD 

    
FIONA WATT   That’s Not My Christmas Fairy   (10pp) £6.99 Board Book                         
Discover five colourful fairies & feel the different fabrics on each page. Can you spot the 
little white mouse hiding in the book? 
INGELA ARRHENIUS   Where’s Mr Polar Bear?   (12pp) £6.99 Board Book   
Follow Mr Polar Bear in this festive frolic. Lift the felt flaps as you go & look out for that 
very special person on the last page 
ATINUKE   Baby, Sleepy Baby   (32pp) £12.99 (January) 
Based on a Nigerian lullaby, discover how the little baby is soothed to sleep at bedtime. 
Baby, sleepy baby, I'll sing down the stars Till they dance right into your room  
GOLDIE HAWK   We’re Going on a Present Hunt   (32pp) £11.99/£6.99 pbk 
Three little children are on a present hunt, but they must go through the spiky trees & past 
the hungry reindeer. Even then there are so many presents to choose from…. 
CHRIS NAYLOR-BALLESTEROS   Tiny Reindeer   (32pp) £12.99 
Tiny Reindeer doesn’t fit in - he’s too small to do many of  Father Christmas’ jobs. But when 
a little girl asks for help on Christmas Eve, he knows exactly what to do  
TOM FLETCHER   The Christmasaurus   (32pp) £12.99 
Christmasaurus wants to help pull Santa’s sleigh but it’s too hard. Then he meets a 
dinosaur-obsessed little boy & learns the magic of believing. Rhyming picture book 
JULIA DONALDSON   The Christmas Pine   (32pp) £12.99 
There is a little pine tree with a special destiny: when it grows up, it's going to be the famous 
Christmas tree in Trafalgar Square! Illustrated by Victoria Sandøy 
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ROB BIDDULPH   An Odd Dog Christmas   (32pp) £12.99 
Odd Dog is running out of time to find the perfect present. But are presents the most 
important thing about Christmas? Odd Dog is about to find out 
QUENTIN BLAKE   Three Little Monkeys at Christmas   (32pp) £12.99 
Hilda Snibbs takes her three mischievous little monkeys to stay with her Uncle Gilbert for 
Christmas. Chaos ensues until one night their antics come in useful.... 
LUCINDA RILEY   Grace and the Christmas Angel   (56pp) £12.99 
Grace’s fisherman father has promised to be back in time to watch her in her Nativity 
play. Then a storm blows up at sea. Can Hope, the Guardian Angel, bring him back safely?  
MICHAEL ROSEN   Sticky McStick   (40pp)  £12.99 
After being very ill, Michael Rosen had to learn to walk again with the help of doctors & 
nurses & his walking stick, Sticky McStick. This is his story of recovery & accepting help 
DREW DAYWALT   Green is for Christmas (32pp) £6.99 
When Green Crayon claims that green is the only colour for Christmas, the other crayons 
let him know in no uncertain terms that there would be no Christmas without them too! 
JUDE EVANS   Watch Out Wolf – There’s a Baddie in Your Book   (24pp) £11.99 
Wolf acts mean & scary. But is he really? A funny fairy tale with a surprising twist. 
Discover that you are never too bad to be good 

5-8 YEARS OLD  

    
SOPHIE DAHL  The Worst Sleepover in the World   (32pp) £14.99 
The sleepover is not going well. Will Grace, Ramona & her little sister, Ruby, be able to 
solve their problems & still be friends in the morning?  
MICHAEL MORPURGO   Carnival of the Animals   (96pp) £14.99  
Based on Saint-Saëns’ composition but with extra animals. Discover the wonder of the 
earth & learn that we must preserve animal habitats 
ANDREA BEATY   Aaron Slater, Illustrator   (40pp) £12.99 
Aaron loves listening to stories & dreams of writing them. But when it comes to reading, 
the letters just look like squiggles. Can he find a way to tell his story? 
EMMA CARROLL   A Night at the Frost Fair   (72pp)     £10.99 
Maya is transported back two hundred years to the banks of the frozen river Thames. Has 
she dreamt it? Or will she bring back a little bit of the magic?  
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ALED JONES   Bobby Dean Saves Christmas   (208pp)   £8.99 
Bobby Dean discovers that when he sings, magical things happen. He can help Santa, 
travel back in time, make friends & finally find his own voice 
MATT HAIG   A Mouse called Miika   (208pp) £12.99 
Discover how one small mouse finds his place in a big world. A tale of friendship, cheese, 
robbery & the all too vital power of becoming yourself 
PHILIPPA GREGORY   The Mammoth Adventure   (288pp) £12.99 
She may live in a fairy tale world, but Princess Florizella is no ordinary princess. Can she 
save her friend, the sea serpent, from a travelling circus? 
LAUREN CHILD   Clarice Bean -Think Like an Elf   (240pp)    £14.99 
Clarice Bean is on hand to save her family's Christmas from being a non-event - by thinking 
like an elf. So will everything work out? Let’s see.... 
J K ROWLING   The Christmas Pig   (320pp)  £20 
An adventure about one child's love for his most treasured toy, & what happens when that 
toy goes missing. Will Christmas Pig be able to help him? 
GREG JAMES & CHRIS SMITH   The Great Dream Robbery   (416pp)  £12.99 
Maya & the Dream Bandits are on a mission to rescue her father, the Professor, who is 
trapped in a nightmare. Can they save him before it is too late? 

9-11 YEARS OLD  

    
ROBIN STEVENS ET AL   The Very Merry Murder Club   (432pp)   £12.99 
Thirteen winter mystery stories from a range of new & established authors. Full of thrills & 
with a touch of the festive spirit 
JASON REYNOLDS   Stuntboy   (272pp) £7.99 
Portico Reeves is Stuntboy. A secret superhero whose aim is to keep all other superheroes 
safe (his parents & best friends for a start). Heart warming 
DAVID WALLIAMS   Gangsta Granny Strikes Again   (368pp) £14.99 
Ben is getting used to life without his beloved granny. One night some famous treasures are 
stolen & it seems to point to the return of the Black Cat…. 
BEN MILLER   How I Became a Dog Called Midnight   (320pp) £12.99 
A magical mix up gives George the chance to change bodies with a loveable hound called 
Midnight. But will that change be permanent? 
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JACQUELINE WILSON   The Primrose Railway Children   (512pp) £12.99 
When Phoebe’s beloved father suddenly disappears, the family move to the country by a 
steam railway line. Modern retelling of ‘The Railway Children’   
DAVID BADDIEL   The Boy who got Accidentally Famous   (288pp) £12.99 
Bill is definitely dull, but when he finds himself accidentally an overnight star, can he cope 
with the fame? 
DAVID FARR   The Book of Stolen Dreams   (384pp) £12.99 
When their father is imprisoned by the scheming President Malstain, Rachel & Robert find 
themselves responsible for The Book & finding its missing page 
AISLING FOWLER   Fireborn   (432pp) £12.99 
Twelve lives in the forests of a prehistoric world. She has given up her name to train in the 
art of fighting monsters. Her prize? To claim her new name 
ROSS MONTGOMERY   The Chime Seekers   (384pp) £7.99 pbk 
Yanni’s baby sister is taken by an evil faerie & replaced with a changeling. Can he find her 
& bring her back safely? 
TIM PEAKE & STEVE COLE   Swarm Rising   (304pp) £12.99 
When Danny is kidnapped by an alien, he & his friend Jamila need all their ingenuity to 
save themselves & the planet. Sci Fi adventure 

12+ YEARS  

       
IAN WRIGHT & MUSA OKWONGA   Striking Out!   (256pp) £12.99 
13-year-old Jerome Jackson dreams of being a world class footballer, but how can he make 
his dream a reality? Based on Ian Wright’s own inspiring journey,  
R J PALACIO   Pony    (304pp)  £12.99  
Silas’ father is taken away one night, leaving him all alone - until a mysterious pony arrives 
at his door. Together they face a hazardous journey to find him 
CANDICE CARTY-WILLIAMS   Empress & Aniya   (144pp) £7.99 pbk 
Two teenage girls, from very different backgrounds, become unlikely friends. The tie 
becomes tighter when an internet spell causes them to switch bodies 
LAURA WOOD   A Single Thread of Moonlight   (356pp) £7.99 pbk 
Iris Grey's Victorian childhood is idyllic until her father remarries & then inexplicably dies. 
Echoes of ‘Cinderella’, ‘Bridgerton’ & ‘Pride & Prejudice’ 



  

NICOLA DAVIES   The Song that Sings Us   (432pp)  £14.99 
Twins Ash & Xeno can speak with animals. But that skill is outlawed. When their mountain 
home is attacked & they are separated, will they survive? 
NATASHA BOWEN   Skin of the Sea   (336pp) £7.99 pbk 
Simi is a mermaid who saves a human boy from drowning, but this goes against an ancient 
decree. Now she must make amends for her weakness 
ANGELINE BOULLEY   Firekeeper’s Daughter    (496pp) £12.99 
Daunis's mixed heritage sets her apart. Then life becomes more complicated when she 
witnesses a murder & agrees to be part of a covert FBI operation 
KATHERINE WEBBER   The Revelry   (400pp) £7.99 pbk (January) 
Bitsy & Amy are best friends – until they gate crash ‘The Revelry’, the end of school party 
in the woods. Bitsy’s life implodes as Amy’s soars. Why? 
KAREN M. MCMANUS    You’ll be the Death of Me   (336pp) £7.99 pbk 
Three friends play truant only to find themselves caught up in a murder. They all have a 
link to the victim. All have something to hide….. 
FEMI FADUGBA   The Upper World   (368pp)  £7.99 pbk 
Esso & Rhia live a generation apart, but their fates are inextricably linked. Together they 
need to decide whether it is their destiny to change the future 

NON-FICTION & GIFT  

       
LADYBIRD   Big Box of Little Christmas Books   (90pp) £9.99 Board Book 
Nine mini board books in a sturdy box turn into a Nativity puzzle when you turn them 
the other way up 
DAVID MCKEE   My First Elmer Christmas   (10pp)   £7.99 Board Book 
The young elephants are getting excited as it is almost time for Papa Red to visit. Elmer has 
a surprise for them. Tree shaped board book 
JONATHAN EMMETT   Christmas Street   (13pp) £14.99 Board Book 
A rhyming alphabet story with flaps revealing the busy street getting ready for Christmas. 
Shaped like a house it includes a pull-out concertina snow scene 
ERIC HILL   Spot’s Train   (12pp) £7.99 Board Book (December) 
Join Spot & his Grandma on the train. What will they see? A train shaped board book with 
a button to make it go “Choo!” 
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KATIE DAYNES   Can We really Help the Polar Bears?   (48pp) £9.99 
A simple yet effective way of explaining the melting of the polar ice caps to small children: 
the polar bears come to the children to explain their plight  
STORIES FROM THE MUSIC BOX   The Nutcracker   (24pp) £20 
Wind & play the ‘Waltz of the Flowers’ as you read the story behind the ballet. Adapted 
from the original story by ETA Hoffmann 
NICK CRUMPTON Everything You Know About Dinosaurs...(64pp) £12.99 
Become a palaeontology expert. Full of jaw-dropping research that debunks many of the 
myths that surround all kinds of prehistoric creatures   
WILLIAM SIEGHART   Everyone Sang   (176pp) £20 
The Poetry Pharmacy opens its pages to children. Discover poets & poems from all over the 
globe to suit every mood. Illustrated by Emily Sutton 
BRITANNICA   First Big Book of Why   (272pp) £20 
Why does popcorn pop? Why does your tummy rumble? Why do we flush the loo? Answers 
to those questions & more for enquiring scientific minds 
BEN OKRI   Every Leaf a Hallelujah   (112pp) £14.99 
In a forest in Africa grows a very special flower, whose secret can save not only a mother’s 
life but save the world too. An environmentalist fairy tale  
FELICITA SALA   A Year in Fleurville   (40pp) £12.99 
Discover the fruit & vegetables grown in Fleurville. From the author of ‘10 Pomegranate 
Street’, a cookbook, gardening guide & picture book all in one 
MICHAEL MORPURGO   The Butterfly Lion   (160pp) £20 
Twenty-fifth anniversary edition of the tale of loyalty & friendship between a boy & a lion. 
Colour illustrations by Christian Birmingham 
BEN HOARE   Nature’s Treasures   (192pp) £20 
A bird egg, a lump of coal, a cacao pod, a mermaid's purse, a fossil. Curious objects for the 
inquisitive child who enjoys spotting things when out & about  
DAVID OLUSOGA   Black and British   (80pp) £16.99 
An illustrated edition charting the forgotten journeys of Black people in Britain from 
Roman times through to the present 
MADDIE MOATE   Stuff: Eco-Stories of Everyday Stuff   (56pp)  £12.99 
Did you know that you can make paper out of elephant poo? Full of mind-bursting facts & 
stories of how people have reused material through history  
ADAM KAY   Kay’s Marvellous Medicine   (416pp) £14.99 
Gross but true: find out why patients gargle their own pee & why people used to get paid 
for farting - amongst other gruesome facts 
VANESSA NAKATE   A Bigger Picture   (256pp) £20 
Call to arms by the Ugandan climate justice activist whose aim is to show the world that 
climate issues don’t just threaten the future, they are a reality now 
EVA IBBOTSON   Journey to the River Sea   (336pp) £20 
Twentieth anniversary edition of  the award-winning story of a young girl’s adventures in 
the Amazon rain forest. Colour illustrations by Katie Hickey 
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DOMINIC SANDBROOK   Alexander the Great   (336pp) £14.99 
Follow Alexander on his incredible journey through the deserts of Egypt, over snow 
topped mountains all the way to India. An ‘Adventure in Time’ book 
EMILY HAWKINS   Frozen Mountain   (64pp)  £20 
Learn about real-life survival techniques including how to make a snow shelter & survive a 
bear attack. Game within a book with ‘Survival Spinner’ 
RICHARD DAWKINS   Flights of Fancy – Defying Gravity   (304pp)    £20 
From the mythical Icarus & Tinkerbell’s spark to the Wright brothers & 747s, nature has 
overcome the pull of gravity & taken to the skies  
ROSIE DAY   Instructions for a Teenage Armageddon   (352pp) £12.99 
A collection of letters from inspirational women writers, actors & activists to inspire & 
guide our 12 to 16-year-olds through a huge range of topics 
VARIOUS   100 Best Christmas Poems for Children   (144pp) £8.99 pbk 
From the traditional to the modern, a collection of poems to enjoy as a family or for older 
children to read to themselves. Selected by Roger McGough 

CLASSICS REVIVED 

    
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN   The Snow Queen   (12pp) £10.99 
When the wintry Snow Queen steals away Gerda's friend Kay, she must venture North to 
bring him home. Pop up edition illustrated by Lesley Barnes 
SHIRLEY HUGHES   Round and Round the Garden   (64pp)  £12.99 
A classic collection of nursery rhymes, chosen & illustrated by Shirley Hughes. Enjoy 
walking round the mulberry bush & exclaim at the twinkling star 
MICHAEL MORPURGO   The Snowman   (96pp)  £14.99 
A chapter book version, published to mark the 40th anniversary of Raymond Briggs’ 
original. Colour illustrations by Robin Shaw 
ALISON UTTLEY   Little Grey Rabbit’s Christmas   (46pp)  £6.99 
The woodland animals are getting ready for Christmas, enjoying all the things the cold 
winter days offer: mince pies, primrose wine & a new red sledge 
CLARE HELEN WELSH  Scissorella   (32pp) £12.99 
Lotte lives with her bossy sisters, her only consolation her cut-out paper dolls. Then the 
invitation to the ball comes. ‘Cinderella’ with a feminist twist  
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KATE DAVIES   Fairy Tale Land   (112pp)  £20 
With detailed maps to guide you, drop into Hansel & Gretel’s cottage or the Little 
Mermaid’s deep-sea home & discover where the fairy tale characters live 
JANE RIORDAN   Once there was a Bear   (128pp) £14.99 
An official 95th anniversary prequel, about that best loved bear, takes us back to where it 
all began, when Pooh was first given to baby Christopher Robin 
TOVE JANSSON   Moominland Midwinter   (176pp)  £14.99 
Moomin wakes from hibernation to cope with the mysterious world of winter all alone. 
Colour illustrations & a pull out panorama from the 1961 edition 
MACMILLAN   Fairy Tales Collection   (480pp)  £35 
Over fifty stories from around the world illustrated by the likes of Rackham, Crane & 
Goble, introduced by Michael Morpurgo 
CHARLES DICKENS   A Christmas Carol   (112pp) £17.99 
Christmas wouldn’t be Christmas without a new edition. Illustrated by Lisbeth Zwerger in 
a picture book format 
ROSEMARY SUTCLIFF   The Shield Ring   (216pp) £19 
The final book in the Roman quintet which began with ‘The Eagle of the Ninth’. Published 
by Slightly Foxed 
NOEL STREATFEILD   When the Siren Wailed   (208pp)  £9.99 
First published in 1974, an adventure story about evacuees during World War II, forced to 
return to London amidst the bombs. Based on author’s own life 
JESSIE BURTON   Medusa   (224pp)  £14.99 
The woman of myth drawn out of the shadows & given a voice to tell her side of the story. 
Illustrated by Olivia Lomenech Gill 
KEVIN CROSSLEY-HOLLAND   Arthur the Always King   (240pp)   £20 
Follow the adventures of the great king from the sword in the stone & the magic of Merlin 
to his Knights of the Round Table. Illustrated by Chris Riddell 
JONATHAN SWIFT   Gulliver’s Travels   (176pp)  £20 
Join Gulliver on his adventures in Lilliput where the inhabitants are not only tiny but put 
great emphasis on trivial matters. Illustrated by Robert Ingpen 
 

 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
All these books may be ordered through us via email (vv@venetiavyvyan.com) or over the 
telephone (+44 (20) 8772 1427) and can be sent to destinations across the globe. 
Sometimes publishers change date of publication or need to reprint popular titles.  In these 
situations, or where prices change, we will let you know before sending out your order. 
We will endeavour to have them sent as speedily as possible choosing the most efficient and 
cost effective way available.  Do let us know if you have any particular requests – be it gift-
wrapping, a message included in a present or a particular delivery date. 
Payment may be made via credit card (please ring through the details if at all possible) or 
sterling cheque made payable to Venetia Vyvyan Ltd. or by bank transfer to Lloyds Bank, 
Account number: 50856160 Sort code: 30-84-68. 
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